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Overview
This document serves as a guide to the new medical code updates 
implemented in the AMA CPT manual for the first quarter of 2024. 
It empowers healthcare professionals with essential knowledge 
and resources to ensure accurate and up-to-date coding practices. 
This guide also equips you with the insights to navigate the latest 
changes and adapt your billing practices accordingly.

Summary of Updates

*Chapters without changes are not listed below. 

There are significant additions to the Pathology subsection, with 74 additions, 15 
deletions, and 25 revised codes.

The Surgery section has 23 code additions along with 10 revised codes.

Total: 349 

CPT changes 2024 summary

Additions

230 49 70

Deletions Revision

CY2024 CPT code changes by chapter

Chapter Additions Revisions Deletions

CY2024 CPT code changes by chapter

Evaluation and Management (99202 - 99499) 1 10 0

Musculoskeletal System (20100 - 29999)

Respiratory System (30000 - 32999) 

Cardiovascular System (33016 - 37799) 

Urinary System (50010 - 53899)

Female Genital System (56405 - 58999) 

Nervous System (61000 - 64999)

Eye and Ocular Adnexa (65091 - 68899) 

Radiology (70010 - 79999)

Pathology and Laboratory (80047 - 
89398), (0001U - 0284U) 

Category III (0001F - 9007F) 

Administrative Multianalyte Assays 
with Algorithmic Analyses 

TOTAL

Medicine (90281 - 99607), (0001A - 0144A) 

Evaluation & Management:

One new code, +99459 (add-on code), is added for the pelvic examination list sep-
arately in addition to the code for the primary procedure.

The time ranges for office or other outpatient visit codes (99202-99205, 
99212-99215) are revised.

Stay tuned with CoverSelf for a detailed section specific, billing and documentation guidelines for CPT changes 2024. 
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Code changes are effective from
January 1, 2024.

349 codes have significant changes effective in January 2024. The 
CPT code set that has undergone editorial changes includes adding 
230 new CPT codes, deleting 49 codes, and revising 70 codes.

AMA now offers Spanish language descriptors for over 11,000 medical 
procedures and services to bridge language barriers.
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This revision clarifies the minimum time duration required to bill the above 
E&M codes.  

Musculoskeletal System:

Two new codes, 22836 and 22837, have been added to address anterior thoracic 
vertebral body tethering (VBT), a surgical treatment for scoliosis.

An additional code, 27278, has been introduced for sacroiliac joint arthrodesis 
performed via a percutaneous approach.

Nervous System:  

Three new codes (61889, 61891, 61892) are for skull-mounted cranial 
neurostimulator pulse generators.

Three more codes (64596, + 64597, 64598) were added for the Insertion or 
replacement and revision or removal of percutaneous peripheral neurostimulator. 

Radiology:

New code 75580 has been added for the non-invasive estimate of coronary 
fractional flow reserve (FFR) through software analysis of the data set from a 
coronary computed tomography angiography.

Four new codes added, intraoperative ultrasound 76984, 76987-76989.

Cardiovascular System: 

Eight new codes (33276, +33277, 33278-33281, 33287, 33288) are added for 
the phrenic nerve stimulator system, which includes codes for Initial placement, 
removal, revision of both Leads and pulse generator, and repositioning of leads.

Medicine Section:

Five new add-on codes (+ 93584 to +93588) are added for Venography for 
congenital heart defect(s) to be coded with the following primary codes: 93593, 
93594, 93596, 93597.


